Research cost analyses to aid in decision making in the conduct of a large prevention trial, CARET. Carotene and Retinol Efficacy Trial.
Because of their larger study populations and longer durations, prevention trials typically are more costly than treatment trials. Thus it is important to analyze costs systematically to aid in making cost-effective decisions during the conduct of prevention trials as well as in the original design. Cost analysis must be tied to sample size estimation because costs depend on such factors as the total number of person-years of follow-up and the number of trial outcomes, which are not basic design parameters but are derived quantities resulting from sample size estimation. We illustrate the use of cost analysis to decide among options for future conduct of an ongoing prevention trial with three issues that have arisen during the Carotene and Retinol Efficacy Trial (CARET): the trade-off between extending the duration of the trial or increasing the number of participants, the effect on costs of delay in accrual, and the cost effectiveness of particular retention activities.